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pittacus lore was the second son of lorien's ruling
elder. he was the best-known loric on the planet,
and a gifted elder in his own right. he was also a
captain in the garde, a small group of loric who
came to earth to hide and fight back the
mogadorians. he was also the main character in
the bestselling i am number four series, an epic
battle for survival on earth. i am number four: the
rise of six is the third book in the new i am
number four series, and the last book in the
pittacus lore i am number four saga. john smith,
lorien's ruling elder, has been missing for over a
year. it is rumored that he has fallen in battle, and
pittacus lore's most trusted friend and captain of
the garde is dead. the plot is essentially the
addition of a boy, john james preston, who is
unusual on two accounts: one, he has
supernatural, super-strength, and a number of
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other funky powers. furthermore, he is a boy. and
two, he is adopted, and his adoptive mother was a
mog, the species that destroyed lorien. hers was
the sacrifice that allowed this unnamed boy to
acquire a position to the garde. however, he was
captured and is being held captive by a group of
top aliens called the mogadorians. the mog team
is trying to convince him to be a double agent so
that they can have a chance of capturing a safe
garde member, in order to save his people. this
being the set up, theres a solid story to follow. its
enjoyable characters and all, however it isnt
anything to the level of a cross genre classic like
harry potter. its a standard, straightforward ya,
with just a little bit of a twist. the characters are
very standard, as they should be with this type of
book. the dialogue is standard. and thats not a
fault at all as those two things can be cut out and
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the story still wouldnt have changed. and, like i
said, it doesnt have any depth. its got a similar
feeling to it that xmen had, and the first half of
smallville. thats all. its light-weight, its mild, its
nice, its fun. but it gets away from you at the end.
its a fun story, and the cast is decent, yet it
doesnt take off. the set up is ok, but the execution
is just not that strong. this is very much a generic
story which happens to be set in a sci-fi
environment. i would recommend it to people who
like the x-men and the smallville; thats about it.
its a good, light-weight read. its not something
that is going to make you think very much, but it
will make you smile. its a good read, however not
a memorable one. it’s a good read. pittacus lore i
am number four audiobook free.
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in addition to this, he additionally desires to mass
promote his enterprise, which is a paperback

publishing firm called jobie hughes publishing,
which has solely finished 5 different books and 3
of them area unit actually published. the 2 others

area unit in pre-production and under contract
with publishers. he additionally desires to mass
promote his small press in addition to his ebook
publishing firm. and he wishes to mass advertise

his ebook simply because he desires cash. he
desires cash to maintain his daughter, to pay for

her university education, and to pay for his
grandchildrens college education. he desires to

mass advertise it so everybody will realise he area
unit very new author and so everybody will buy
his books. and hes positive hes going to mass

make a huge amount of cash, so hes positive hes
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going to mass make a gigantic amount of cash,
and his partners will mass make a gigantic

amount of cash. its a funny, sad, delightfully
cringey, and (if you know them) quite familiar

story, which gives you the feeling that were going
to get a bit of of a dark present from donald.when

i finished the book, i was sad, and i was happy,
and i was annoyed, and i was pleased. its a story,
an the rise of nine pittacus lore pdf free download,
that i definitely want to re-read. its a story, that i

really feel i need to re-read. its a story, that i
recommend to anybody that likes sci-fi with a bit
of a twist, and thats its title. and my favorite bit,

which, interestingly enough, isnt even in the book,
is the quote on the back of the book, on the back

of the title page, by an author who i will get to in a
second. but, at the minimum, pittacus lore i am

number four audiobook free. 5ec8ef588b
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